Life’s big decisions just got a lot easier... with Pathevo™STEM
The ideal engineer is a composite ... He is not a scientist, he is not a mathematician, he is not a sociologist or a writer; but he may use the knowledge and techniques of any or all of these disciplines in solving engineering problems.
What is Pathevo™?

Pathevo™ is an online tool that allows individuals to ASSESS their skills and identify potential career paths...

EXPLORE options for education and employment...

and create a PLAN to help them realize their dreams.
The GOAL

...to give students a clear, concise, achievable pathway to career success.
A Sneak Peek at Pathevo™ STEM 2.0
How Can You Use It?

- **Online Course** – use modules Assess, Explore & Plan intermittently to complement the course schedule
- **Freshmen Orientation** – rising freshmen receive Pathevo subscriptions
- **Inter-institutional Relations** – high schools to community colleges to 4-year universities
- **Customized for Your State**
THANK YOU!